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Background
Red supergiants (RSG) are evolved post-MS
massive stars. They are among the most
luminous stars in any galaxy. Developing
samples of RSG in nearby galaxies allows us to
study them while minimizing concerns
associated with high galactic extinction. But
samples selected in nearby galaxies are
unavoidably contaminated by foreground stars
with similar colors.

Massey (2009)5 used (V-R) and (B-V) colors to
identify 437 RSG candidates in M31 from stars
V<20 in the LGGS4. Both M2009 and Massey &
Evans (2016)3 used radial velocities to check
the sample for foreground contamination.
Here we report our efforts to further validate
their sample using parallaxes from GAIA
DR21,2. It is expected that stars in M31 will
have geometric parallax consistent with zero
and foreground stars will have non-zero
parallaxes.

Methods
The M2009 and ME16 RSG lists and the ME16
foreground star list were positionally matched
with entries within 1.0 arcsecond in the GAIA
DR2 catalog. Matches were accepted if the
GAIA Gmag and (BP-RP) were consistent with V
and (B-V) in the LGGS. We matched 414 (of
437) RSG with an entry in the GAIA DR2.

Geometric parallaxes are plotted as a function
of (B-V) in Figure 1. The 98 ME16 foreground
stars have a distribution that is noticeably
different from the distribution of RSG
parallaxes (Fig 2).
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Five RSG Outliers
Five stars in the M2009 RSG sample have GAIA
DR2 parallaxes which stand out from the rest
of the RSG distribution:

J004210.50+405527.1, J003916.48+403704.3,
J003743.91+395830.4, J004319.91+411759.8,
J004233.24+405233.5.

Other M2009 RSG fall below the distribution
but these are the only ones which are clearly
separated. They are spatially spread out
across the face of M31 and there are no
similarities between their radial velocities and
proper motions.
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Stars Singled Out by ME16
• Two stars classified as foreground having 

radial velocities consistent with RSG in M31:  

o J004458.49+421219.2 has a parallax 
consistent with an RSG in M31.  

o J004406.92+412307.2 has a parallax 
which is more consistent with a 
foreground MS dwarf.

• Three stars classified as RSG having radial 
velocities consistent with foreground stars:

o The parallax of J004303.26+404710.9 
does not decisively settle its 
classification.

o The GAIA DR2 has no clearly matched 
entries for J004303.26+404710.9 and 
J004406.92+412307.2 

• Four RSG runaway stars 

o Parallaxes of J00430.06+405258.4, 
K004217.99+410912.7, and 
J004112.27+403835.8 are consistent with 
that classification.

o There is no clear GAIA DR2 match for 
J004228.99+412029.7

• There are parallaxes in GAIA DR2 for the six 
of the seven most luminous M2009 RSG and 
all are consistent with membership in M31.

Conclusions
GAIA DR2 parallaxes can distinguish between
foreground stars and RSG in M31. Higher
precision parallaxes in future GAIA releases
should help settle remaining confusion.
Foreground contamination in the M2009 RSG
list is probably less than a few percent. The
classifications of 3 of the 4 runaway RSG found
by ME16 and 6 of the 7 highest luminosity RSG
are supported by their GAIA DR2 parallaxes.

Figure 1 GAIA DR2 parallax is plotted as a function of LGGS (B-V) color. M2009 RSG are plotted in red
with y-error bars. ME16 foreground stars are plotted as gold open boxes. The thick dark blue line across
the lower left traces the expected parallaxes for V = 20 mag dwarfs using colors from (Pecaut & Mamajek,
2013). Any foreground MS dwarfs should lie below that line. Foreground stars that are NOT dwarfs (i.e.
red giant or AGB stars) can lie above that line. Note five M2009 RSG with parallaxes greater than 2.0 mas.
They are also highlighted in Figure 2. Otherl stars discussed to the right are highlighted as follows: light
blue box with error bars - foreground dwarfs with RV like M31; dark gray box with error bar – M2009 RSG
with foreground RV; turquoise box – ME16 RSG runaways; yellow box – highest luminosity ME16 RSG.

Figure 2  
Histogram of GAIA DR2 
parallaxes for 414 M2009 RSG 
(magenta) and 98 ME16 
foreground stars (light blue).  
The RSG distribution has a 
mean of 0.009 mas.  The ME16 
foreground star distribution 
peaks at about 1.0 mas and has 
a mean of 2.044 mas. The inset 
shows a detail of the five M2009 
RSG that have parallaxes 
greater than 2.0 mas (more 
consistent with foreground stars 
than RSG).


